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Ear 308 Monaural Headset

This lightweight headset features comfort 
for your ears with a microphone boom 
that can be adjusted to multiple positions. 
Adjusting the headset will never drop 
the fantastic audio quality. The Easyflex 
Headset has a long lasting durable design. 
Having been specialized for the purpose of 
communication, the microphone has anti-
static shock to protect your hearing health.

Model StructureS:
Single earpiece offers superb clarity 
of sound
International standard hearing protection 
to your ears
Easyflex mic boom offers multiple 
adjustment and accurate position
Click-stop headband for superior fit 
and comfort
Leatherette ear cushion for all-day comfort

Ear 308D Binaural Headset

Very similar to the Ear Office 308 model, 
this headset includes noise cancellation to 
protect callers from distraction. It’s a great 
choice for noisy business environments, 
offering the same comfort and durability of 
the previous model.

Model StructureS:
Double earpiece is ideal for medium 
call volumes
International standard hearing protection 
to your ears
Anti-static shock microphone provides 
protection for hearing health
Gooseneck mic boom offers multiple 
adjustment and accurate position
Click-stop headband for superior fit 
and comfort
Protein leatherette ear cushion for 
all-day comfort

Ear 510 Monaural Headset

This Flex Boom headset contains an 
excellent noise cancelling microphone 
boom, so your voice will come through 
clear despite surrounding distractions. 
All monaural designed headsets offer a 
comfortable and cool fit. Use the flexible 
microphone boom to adjust freely to 
any position.

Model StructureS:
Durable and flexible hose boom is easy 
to adjust
Extra noise cancelling microphone 
effectively reduces surrounding noise, 
making your voice heard clearly
Anti-static shock Microphone provides 
protection for hearing health
Click-stop headband for superior fit 
and comfort
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Ear 510D Binaural Headset

This headset, with a noise cancelling microphone and 
binaural design, offers both the receiver and speaker the 
ability to concentrate on every communication. Noise 
cancellation improves talking efficiency and makes 
communicating easier. Adjustable headband and soft ear 
cushions provide comfort to last a whole work day.

Model StructureS:
Double earpiece, undisturbed talking even in noisy 
call centre
Noise cancelling and anti-static shock microphone cancels 
out extraneous noise
Choose for minimum distraction and maximum call quality
Click-stop headband for superior fit and comfort
Durable and flexible hose boom is easy to adjust
Protein leatherette ear cushion for all-day comfort

Ear 710 Monaural Headset

The Ear Office Pro range of premium quality 
headsets using innovative acoustic technology 
to deliver speech clarity and an excellent 
audio experience. Coupled with our sleek 
design that focuses on comfort and durability, 
the Ear Office Pro headset offers a new level 
of experience to call centre professionals.

revolutionary Sound

Taking engineering and product design to 
new levels, this Danish designed acoustic 
equalizer structure, maximises the benefits of 
HD speakers to create a headset that excels in 
its class for clarity and performance.

Ear 710D Binaural Headset

The Ear Office Pro range of premium quality 
headsets using innovative acoustic technology 
to deliver speech clarity and an excellent 
audio experience. Coupled with our sleek 
design that focuses on comfort and durability, 
the Ear Office Pro headset offers a new level 
of experience to call centre professionals.

revolutionary Sound

Taking engineering and product design to 
new levels, this Danish designed acoustic 
equalizer structure, maximises the benefits of 
HD speakers to create a headset that excels in 
its class for clarity and performance.
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Y Training Lead With Mute

Y Training Cord/ Y Cords for Call Centre 
Headsets. This lead allows two headsets to 
operate with one talking and other listening. 
For training or monitoring purpose with one 
volume controller and Mic mute key.

Cord Length: 20cm+40cm+40cm.

Connecting cables

A full range of connecting cables to enable 
most phone systems to work

W300 Cordless Headset

HeadSet FeatureS

Convertible (Options) or over headband ‘Sure fit’ - You Decide
7 to 9 hours talk time
Standby time up to 120 hours
Battery life indication
Quick 35 minute half battery power recharge
Quick 75 minute full battery recharge
Noise cancelling microphone
Open Space Operating Range - 130 Metres
Full volume control for both microphone and speaker
Built in headset mute switch
Function Tone alerts (Range, Volume, Mute, Low power, Calls)
Personalise each headset
‘On Call’ indication... Ideal for the busy Office
Easy out of the box set up
Supplied with UK and EU power supply as standard
2 years warranty
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